Alteration in bone marrow adherent layer growth factor expression: a novel mechanism of chronic myelogenous leukemia progression.
Philadelphia chromosome1 positive (Ph1) chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML) is characterized by metamorphosis of the chronic phase to blastic crisis. However, cellular events associated with this transition are poorly understood. To examine the possible participation of hematopoietic growth factors in this process, we studied growth factor expression in adherent layers of bone marrows derived from CML Ph1 patients in various stages of the disease. Interleukin-1 beta (IL-1 beta) and IL-6 mRNA were expressed in five of six patients, and granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) in one of six patients with myeloid/undifferentiated blast crisis. In addition, leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF) expression was increased in four of six patients with myeloid/undifferentiated blast crisis phase of the disease. IL-1 beta was also detected in bone marrow adherent layer conditioned medium from two of these patients. These results were in sharp contrast to the lack of detectable levels of uninduced IL-1 beta, IL-6, and GM-CSF mRNA, in samples derived from 4 patients in lymphoid blastic crisis, 3 in accelerated, and 11 in chronic phases of the disease, or from normal controls. The possibility of a paracrine loop formation, whereby the adherent layers representing the bone marrow stroma are induced to express hematopoietic growth factors, was supported by our finding IL-1 beta mRNA expression in the leukemic blast cells in three of four studied patients in blast crisis and IL-1 beta protein production in seven of eight patients studied. Finally, coculturing CML blast crisis cells onto pre-established adherent layers induced the expression of both IL-1 beta and IL-6 genes. From this preliminary study, it appears that abnormal expression of growth factors is a common event with CML Ph1 progression. We hypothesize that IL-1 beta generated by the transformed malignant clone stimulates the marrow stroma to produce various growth factors, and that this process may play a role in disease progression.